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We give a generalized and effective version of the Theorem of G. Christol,
T. Kamae, M. Mende s France and G. Rauzy. By using this statement, we can prove
transcendence results in the completion of the algebraic closure of a function field
of positive characteristic. We also obtain weak transcendence statements, i.e., for
certain sequences in a function field, the existence of an isomorphism from this
function field, which transforms the sequence into a sequence with a transcendental
limit.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a field of positive characteristic p, and let K((T &1)) be the field
of formal Laurent series. If :=+n=&n0 anT
&n is an element of K((T &1)),
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we consider the sequence (an)n # Z of elements of K, where an=0 for
n<&n0 . If K is the finite field with q= pu elements, the q-kernel of this
sequence is defined as being the set of the sequences a(s, r) where (s, r) runs
through the pairs of integers with s0 and 0r<qs, and the sequence
a(s, r) is defined on Z by a(s, r)(n)=anq s+r for each n. A well-known result
of G. Christol, T. Kamae, M. Mende s France, and G. Rauzy [7] asserts
that this set of sequences is finite if and only if : is algebraic over K(T ).
Certain transcendence results can be established using this result. For
instance, J.-P. Allouche [1] has given by this method a new proof of the
transcendence of an analogue of ? in positive characteristic. Then
V. Berthe , a student of J.-P. Allouche, proved that the same method applies
to the transcendence of other values; for instance, she gave another proof
of the transcendence of ‘(s)?s for every integer s, with 0<s<q&1, where
‘ denotes the Carlitz zeta function ([3, 4], this result had been proved first
by J. Yu [26]). J.-P. Allouche proved the transcendence of values at rational
points of an analogue of the gamma function [2]. In a particular case, this
had already been proved by D. S. Thakur [20]. Later, Allouche’s result
was generalized by M. Mende s France and J.-Y. Yao [15] to p-adic
arguments. One of the authors of the present paper has given a very simple
transcendence criterion [13, 14] by a method close to Wade’s method.
M. Koskas has proved in his thesis [12] that a particular case of this
criterion can also be proved by the ChristolKamaeMende s France
Rauzy (CKMFR) Theorem. But the criterion given by B. de Mathan was
effective, whereas M. Koskas’ was not.
In this work, we give a more general and effective version of the
CKMFR Theorem. Indeed it is possible to prove this version with the same
method as in [7], but not to obtain our effective estimation. For this
reason, we use another method. On the other hand, it was already proved
in [9] and [18] that it is possible to extend the CKMFR Theorem to the
case of an infinite perfect ground field by considering the rank of the
q-kernel over K, in place of the number of elements of the q-kernel.
The generalized version of the CKMFR Theorem allows us to give
another proof of the criterion given in [13]. Here we give a proof of a
slightly different result of ‘‘weak ’’ transcendence (i.e., if we have a sequence
(xn) of elements of a function field such that, for each K(T )-isomorphism
_ from this function field, the sequence (_(xn)) has a limit :_ in the comple-
tion of the algebraic closure of this field, we search conditions which ensure
that one, at least, of the :_ , is transcendental, see also [10]). We give
several applications.
We can also show that this method applies, for instance, to the trans-
cendence of the analogue of e, first proved by Wade [23]. Another proofs
were given by Y. Hellegouarch [11], and L. Denis [8], but no automata
proof was known.
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2. A GENERALIZED AND EFFECTIVE VERSION OF THE
CHRISTOLKAMAEMENDE S FRANCERAUZY THEOREM
2.1. The q-Kernel
Let K be a perfect field of positive characteristic p, and let K(T ) be the
field of rational functions. Notice that for every extension field E of K(T ),
of finite degree, the degree [E : E p] is [E : E p]= p. Indeed, we have
[K(T ) : K(T p)]= p, and as (K(T )) p=K(T p), we have [E p : K(T p)]=
[E : K(T )] by the isomorphism x [ x p. Hence [E : K(T p)]= p[E : K(T )]
=[E : E p][E p : K(T p)]=[E : E p][E : K(T )]. So we get [E : E p]= p.
In the same way, we have [E : Eq]=q for every q= pu where u # N.
We consider an absolute value on the rational functions field K(T )
which is trivial on K and non-trivial on K(T ). We extend this absolute
value to an algebraic closure 0 of K(T ). We denote by 0 the completion
of this field. A given extension field E of finite degree over K(T ) shall be
considered as embedded in 0. Denote by E its topological closure in 0
(i.e., a completion of E).
Let B be a basis of E as an E q-vector space. It is clear that B is a basis
of E as an E q-vector space: indeed, the E q-vector space spanned by B in E
has finite dimension, since card B=q. Hence this E q-vector-space is com-
plete and thus closed. As this subspace contains E, it is thus E . So
[E : E q]q. Now, as E has a discrete valuation, the ramification index of
E over E q is q. Hence [E : E q]q. So [E : E q]=q. Therefore B is a basis
of E over E q.
Let F be any field of positive characteristic p. Suppose that F is of finite
degree over F q. Let B be a basis of F over F q. For each positive integer s,
the set Bs=B .Bq } } } Bq
s&1
is a basis of F over F q s. We shall consider that
B0=[1]. Then we can define the q-kernel Nq(:, B) of any element : # F.
For each nonnegative integer s, write :=%s # Bs :
qs
%s , s
%s where :%s , s # F. We
define Nq(:, B) as being the set of the elements [:%s , s] when s runs through
N and for each s, %s runs through Bs . These elements can be obtained by
successive iterations, that is to say that, if for s given, we call the :%s , s , for
%s running through Bs , the s-successors of :, then for s>0, the s-successors
of : are the (s&1)-successors of the 1-successors of :. Indeed, write :=
%1 # B :
q
%1 , 1
%1 . Then, for each %1 # B, write :%1 , 1=%s&1 # Bs&1 (:%1 , 1)
qs&1
%s&1 , s&1
%s&1 . So we get :=(%1 , %s&1) (:%1 , 1)
qs
%s&1, s&1
%1%qs&1 . Thus we see that :%1%qs&1, s
=(:%1 , 1)%s&1, s&1 .
Notice that Nq(:, B) is included in every subfield G of F such that : # G
and B is a basis of G over Gq, since Nq(:, B) can then be defined in G.
When E is an extension field of finite degree over K(T ), and B, a basis
of E over Eq, accordingly a basis of E over E q, we can thus define Nq(:, B)
for each : # E .
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Notice that the definition that we recalled in the introduction is the same
as above, in K((T &1)), when we use the basis 1, T &1, ..., T &(q&1) of Fq(T )
over Fq(T q).
We prove:
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a perfect field of positive characteristic p. Let E
be an extension field of finite degree over K(T ). Let B be a basis of E over
Eq. Then the q-kernel Nq(:, B) of an element : of E has finite rank over K
if and only if : is algebraic over E.
To prove that : is algebraic when Nq(:, B) is of finite rank over K, we
use the same method as in [7]. Denote by F the E-vector-space spanned
by Nq(:, B) in E . If Nq(:, B) has finite rank over K, then F is of finite
dimension over E. As it is well known that E is separable over E, the
E-vector-space F1 spanned by (Nq(:, B))q in E has the same dimension as
F (indeed, this follows easily from the fact that B is a basis of E over E q).
Now, by a previous remark, for each ; # Nq(:, B), we can write
;=%1 # B ;
q
%1 , 1
%1 , and ;%1 , 1 # Nq(:, B) for each %1 # B. Hence ; # F1 . So
F/F1 , and since F and F1 have the same finite dimension over E, we have
F=F1 . So F q/F. Accordingly, as : # Nq(:, B)/F, we conclude that
:q s # F for each s # N. Then the set of the :qs, for s running through N, is
of finite rank over E. Therefore : is algebraic over E and thus over K(T ).
Notice that if Nq(:, B) is of rank m over K, then : is of degree at most
qm&1 over E, since F is of dimension at most m over E, and thus the set
of the :qn (n # N) is of rank at most m over E.
In this section, we will prove that, conversely, if : is an element of E
algebraic over K(T ), then Nq(:, B) has a finite rank over K. Our result is
effective. Actually, it holds for every algebraic element : which is separable
over E. Of course, every : in E , algebraic over E, is separable over E, but
we do not require that : is in E . Indeed, let us notice that if we have an
extension field E1 of finite degree of K(T ) with K(T )/E/E1 , as
[E : Eq]=q=[E1 : E q1], a basis of E over E
q is also a basis of E1 over E q1
if and only if E1 is separable over E. Hence, when : is an algebraic
separable element over E, a basis B of E over Eq is also a basis of
E(:) over (E(:))q. So we can define Nq(:, B). Notice that B is a basis
of K(T )(B) over (K(T )(B))q, and thus E is separable over K(T )(B).
Accordingly, an algebraic element : is separable over E if and only
if it is separable over K(T )(B). So, we can suppose that E=K(T )(B), and
: is separable algebraic over E.
We denote by | . |0 an absolute value on the algebraic closure 0 of K(T ),
trivial on K, and such that |T |0>1 (and thus | f |0=|T | deg f0 for every
f # K[T], f {0). If : is algebraic over K(T ), of degree n, let c0 , ..., cn , be
coefficients in K[T] such that c0:n+c1:n&1+ } } } +cn=0 and the polynomial
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c0X n+c1X n&1+ } } } +cn is irreducible in K[T][X]. We put then
h(:)=max0in deg c i , and H(:)=|T | h(:)0 . We denote @: @=max_ |_(:)| 0
where _ runs through the K(T )-isomorphisms from K(T )(:) into 0 (that
is to say that _(:) describes the conjugates of :). Also, we put
m(:)=log |T |0 @: @. As for each K(T )-isomorphism _ from K(T )(:) into 0,
there are distinct indices i and j with |ci_(:i)|0=|c j_(: j)|0 , we have
m(:)h(:), i.e., @: @H(:).
We shall also use P-adic absolute values on 0. Given an irreducible
polynomial P in K[T], the P-adic valuation wP is defined on K(T ) by the
fact that wP( f )=& when f # K[T], & # N, and f is divisible by P&, but not
by P&+1. We put wP(0)=+. The P-adic absolute value | . |P on K(T ) is
defined by | f |P=|P| &wP ( f )0 for every f # K(T ). We continue to denote by
| . |P an absolute value on 0 extending the absolute value | . | P defined on
K(T ). We prove:
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that K is perfect. Let B be a finite set of elements
of 0 such that B is a basis of K(T )(B) over (K(T )(B))q. Then for every
algebraic element :, separable over K(T )(B), the q-kernel Nq(:, B) is of
finite rank over K. More precisely, set r=[K(T )(B) : K(T )]. There exists a
positive real constant C1=C1(B) (depending only on B) such that for every
algebraic element :, separable over K(T )(B), and of degree n over K(T ), the
q-kernel Nq(:, B) is of rank at most rn((2n2&2n+1) h(:)+C1) over K.
With the same conditions as in Theorem 2.1, denote by Vq(:, B) the
K-vector space spanned by Nq(:, B) in E . We prove also:
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that K is perfect. With the same notations
as above, an element : # E is algebraic over E if and only if Vq(:, B) is a
discrete sub-set of E .
We give also an effective version with the conditions of Theorem 2.2
(here Vq(:, B) is the K-vector space spanned by Nq(:, B) in K(T )(B)(:)).
Theorem 2.4. With the same conditions and notations as in Theorem 2.2,
denote by r$ the degree of the maximal separable sub-extension of K(T )(B)
over K(T ). There exists an effective positive real constant C2 , depending only
on B, such that for any non-zero element $ # Vq(:, B), we have |$|0
C&n2 (H(:))
&2r$n3+(r$+2) n&2 and, for any irreducible polynomial P in K[T],
|$|PC &n2 (H(:))
&r$n(2n2&1).
Notice that, given an extension field E of finite degree over K(T ), a basis
B of E over E q, and an element : # E , Nq(:, B) is always bounded. Indeed:
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Lemma 2.5. For each s # N, and every : # E , denote by Nq(:, B, s) the set
of the s-successors of : for the basis B. There exist positive real constants
C3 and C$3 , depending only on B, such that one has C$3 |:|1q
s

max[ |!|; ! # Nq(:, B, s)]C3 |:|1q
s
.
Proof. Let C$4=max(max[ |%|; % # B], 1). For each %s # Bs , we have |%s |
C$ (qs&1)(q&1)4 . Hence |:|C$
(qs&1)(q&1)
4 (max[ |!s |; !s # Nq(:, B, s)])
q s,
which proves that C$3 |:|1q
s
max[ |!s |; !s # Nq(:, B, s)] where C$3=
C$&1(q&1)4 .
On the other hand, consider first a 1-successor !1 of :. Notice that if %
is an element of E with |%|>1 and |%| minimal, then (1, %, ..., %q&1) is a
basis of E over E q. Indeed if +0 , ..., +q&1 , are elements of E q, not all zero,
one has |+0+ } } } ++q&1%q&1|=max0 jq&1 |+j % j|, since log |%| |+ j% j| is
an integer and log |%| |+j% j|# j (mod q) when + j {0, accordingly, those of
the |+j % j| which are not zero are all distinct. So the set (1, %, ..., %q&1) is free
over E q, and if :=0 jq&1 :qj, 1%
j, we have |:j, 1||:|1q for each j.
A matricial computation shows that for any basis B of E over E q, there
exists C4=C4(B) such that we have |!1|C4 |:| 1q for every : # E and
each 1-successor !1 of : for B. By induction, we see that for every s # N and
for each s-successor !s of : in the basis B, we have |!s |C 1+ } } } +1q
s&1
4
|:|1q s. Hence we conclude that |!s |C3 |:|1q
s
with C3=max(1, C q(q&1)4 ).
So we see that Nq(:, B) is bounded. Now, as the valuation of E is dis-
crete, and since the residue class field of E is of finite degree over K, it is
clear that a K-vector-subspace V of E is of finite dimension if and only if
it is bounded and discrete (notice that K is bounded since |*|=1 for each
* # K"[0]). So Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are equivalent. Nevertheless a special
proof will be necessary to get an effective result (Theorem 2.4).
2.2. Proofs of the Results
We use the following lemma:
Lemma 2.6. Let ; be a non-zero element of 0, separable, of degree n,
over K(T ), and integral over K[T]. There exist D # K[T], D{0, and for
each s # N, coefficients (*i, s)0in&1 in K(T ), such that
;= :
n&1
i=0
* i, s ;iq
s
(1)
Dqs*i, s # K[T] (2)
|Dqs*i, s |0|;| n(n&1) q
s
(3)
|D|0|;| n(n&1) (4)
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Proof. As ; is separable over K(T ), we have K(T )(;q s)=K(T )(;) for
each positive integer s. Thus there exist coefficients (*i, s)0in&1 such that
;= :
n&1
i=0
*i, s ;iq
s
(1)
The coefficients (*i, s) can be computed by replacing (1) by the system
_(;)= :
n&1
i=0
*i, s((_(;)) iq
s
(5)
where _ runs through the n K(T )-isomorphisms from K(T )(;) into 0.
Now (5) is a Cramer system of determinant d q s, where d=det((_(;)) i)_, i .
For each K(T )-automorphism { of the field K(T )(;1 , ..., ;n), where
;1 , ..., ;n , are the conjugates of ; over K(T ), we have {(d )=\d and thus
{(d 2)=d 2. Hence d 2 lies in K(T ) since K(T )(;1 , ..., ;n) is a Galois exten-
sion of K(T ). Moreover, d is integral over K[T], and thus d 2 # K[T]. As
the isomorphisms _ are linearly independent over 0, we have d{0. Put
d 2=D. Solving the Cramer system (5) for the (*i, s)0in&1 , we see that
for each i, d qs*i, s is the value of the determinant det(;j, _), where
;j, _=(_(;)) jq
s
if j{i, and ;i, _=_(;). Thus d q
s* i, s is integral over K[T],
and so is Dq s*i, s . Hence Dq
s*i, s # K[T]. Now d is the sum of n ! terms of
absolute value at most |;|1+ } } } +n&1=|;| n(n&1)2, and thus |d |0
|;| n(n&1)2. So we have (4): |D|0|;| n(n&1). As |;|1, we have similarly
|d q s*i, s |0|;| n(n&1) q
s2, and thus (3): |Dq s*i, s |0|;| n(n&1) q
s
.
We can now prove Theorem 2.2 in the particular case where
B=(1, T, ..., T q&1). Let : be a separable algebraic element of degree n over
K(T ). We may suppose that :{0. Denote by a0 , ..., an , coefficients in
K[T], relatively prime, such that a0:n+ } } } +an=0 (thus a0 {0). Put
;=a0:. So we get an element ; which is integral over K[T]. By
Lemma 2.6, we may write:
;= :
n&1
i=0
4i, s D&q
s; iqs (6)
where 4i, s # K[T], |4i, s | 0|;| n(n&1) q
s
, and D # K[T]"[0]. Using the
basis (1, ..., T q&1) of K(T )(;) over (K(T )(;))q, denote by ?j, s (s # N,
0 j<qs) the maps from K(T )(;) into itself such that for each # # K(T )(;)
and each s # N, one has #=0 j<q s (? j, s(#))q
s T j. Notice that each ?j, s is
additive, and ?j, s(*q
s#)=*? j, s(#) for every * # K(T )(;). Notice also that
when # # K(T ), then ?j, s(#) # K(T ) for each ( j, s), and thus |#|0=
max0 j<q s |(? j, s(#))q
s T j|0 , since if ? j, s(#){0, deg((? j, s(#))q
s T j) is an
integer, and deg((?j, s(#))q
s T j)# j mod qs. Therefore we have that
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|?j, s(#)|0|#| 1q
s
0 . Now, let us write ? j, s(:)=a
&1
0 ?j, s(;a
qs&1
0 )=(Da0)
&1
0in&1 ?j, s(4i, saq
s&1
0 ) ;
i, by (6). Clearly, if # # K[T], then ?j, s(#) #
K[T]. Thus ?j, s(4i, saq
s&1
0 ) # K[T] and |? j, s(4i, sa
qs&1
0 )|0|4i, s |
1qs
0 |a0 | 0
|a0 |0 @a0:@n(n&1). Hence we see that ?j, s(:) is an element of K(T ) of the
form:
?j, s(:)=
1
Da0
:
n&1
i=0
Ai, j, s; i (7)
where Ai, j, s # K[T], and |Ai, j, s |0|a0 | n(n&1)+10 @: @n(n&1). So deg Ai, j, s
(n(n&1)+1) deg a0+n(n&1) m(:)(2n2&2n+1) h(:). The polynomials
satisfying this inequality lie in a K-vector-space of dimension not exceeding
(2n2&2n+1) h(:)+1. Hence all the ?j, s lie in a K-vector-space of dimen-
sion not exceeding n((2n2&2n+1) h(:)+1). So Theorem 2.2 is proved
when B=(1, T, ..., T q&1).
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2, we need another lemma:
let E be a separable extension field of finite degree r over K(T ). Let T be
the basis T=(1, T, ..., T q&1) of E over E q. Let B=(|0 , ..., |q&1) be
another basis of E over Eq. Denote by M the matrix the columns of which,
to the power q, are the coordinates (in Eq) of the |i (0in&1), in the
basis T. For the pairs of integers ( j, s) with s>0 and 0 j<qs, denote,
as above, by ?j, s the maps from E into itself such that for every # # E, one
has #=0 j<qs (?j, s(#))q
s T j. Also denote by /j, s the maps from E into
itself such that #=0 j<qs (/j, s(#))q
s % j, s where the %j, s , for 0 j<qs, run
through the basis Bs of E over E q
s
(see previous paragraph). Denote by
6s(#) the column (? j, s(#))0 j<q s , and similarly, by Xs(#) the column
(/j, s(#))0 j<qs . We thus have X1(#)=M&161(#). We will use the following
result:
Lemma 2.7. Let E be a separable extension field of finite degree r of
K(T ), and let OE be the integral closure of K[T] in E. There exist a positive
real constant C=C(E) and a non-zero element 2=2(E) in K[T] such
that for every x # E and each ( j, s), one has |/j, s(x)| )C @x @1q
s
, and
2/j, s(x) # OE , when x # OE .
Proof. Denote by v1 , ..., vr , a basis of the module OE over K[T]. Then
vq1 , ..., v
q
r , is a basis of E over K(T ), and there exists 21 # K[T]"[0] such
that 2q1OE/v
q
1K[T]+ } } } +v
q
r K[T] (indeed, the same proof as in
Lemma 2.6, shows that we can take 21=(det({(vk)){, k)2, where { runs
through the set of the K(T )-isomorphisms of E into 0). Hence we have for
each 0 j<q, 21?j, 1(OE)/v1K[T]+ } } } +vrK[T] since ?j, 1(K[T])/
K[T]. Hence 21 ?j, 1(OE)/OE . Now let 22 be a non-zero element of K[T]
such that the matrix 22M&1 has entries integral over K[T]. As
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X1(#)=M &161(#), we thus have 2122/j, 1(OE)/OE for each 0 j<q. Set
2122=23 , and 223=2. We will prove by induction that for each s0 and
every 0 j<qs, we have 2/ j, s(OE)/OE . Indeed, for s>0, let /j, s=
/h, 1 b /l, s&1 , where 0h<q and 0l<qs&1. Suppose that 2/l, s&1(OE)/
OE . Then 2/ j, s(OE)=23/h, 1(2q3 /l, s&1(OE))=23/h, 1(2
q&2
3 2/ l, s&1(OE))/
23/h, 1(OE)/OE .
Now put |M&1| =C5 (i.e., C5 is the maximum of the @a @, where a runs
through the entries of the matrix M&1). First, suppose that x # K(T ). Then
|x|=max0 j<q |(?j, 1(x))q T j|, and thus max0 j<q |?j, 1(x)||x|1q. Hence
|/j, 1(x)|C5 |x|1q. If now x # E, we write x=x1vq1+ } } } +xrvqr , where
xk # K(T ). Computing the xk by solving the system {(x)=x1({(v1))q+ } } }
+xr({(vr))q where { runs through the K(T )-isomorphisms of E into 0, we
see that there exists a positive real constant C6 such that max1kr |xk |
C6 @x @. Then for any 0 j<q, we have /j, 1(x)=/j, 1(x1) v1+ } } } +
/j, 1(xr) vr . As for each 1kr, we have |/j, 1(xk)|C5 |xk |1q
C5C 1q6 @x @1q, we thus get |/j, 1(x)|C7 @x @1q, where C7=C5C 1q6
max1kr |vk|. Hence, by induction on s, we see that |/ j, s(x)| 
C1+ } } } +1q s&17 @x @1q
s
for each s0 and 0 j<qs. So the Lemma is proved,
with C=(max(C7 , 1))q(q&1).
We can now prove Theorem 2.2 in the case where E=K(T )(B) is
separable over K(T ). The element : is still separable over K(T ). Putting
;=a0:, let us write, by Lemma 2.6,
:=
1
a0
:
n&1
i=0
4i, sD&q
s;iq s (6$)
where D # K[T], 4i, s # K[T], 0<|D||;| n(n&1), |4i, s |0|;| n(n&1) q
s

(H(:))2n(n&1) qs. We deduce from (6$) that / j, s(:)=(Da0)&1 0in&1 / j, s
(4i, s aq
s&1
0 ) ;
i. We have |4i, saq
s&1
0 |0(H(:))
(2n2&2n+1) qs. As 4i, s # K[T],
Lemma 2.7, applied with E=K(T )(B), shows that |/j, s(4i, saq
s&1
0 )| 
C(H(:))2n2&2n+1, and 2/ j, s(4i, saq
s&1
0 ) # OE . So we may write /j, s(:)=
(2Da0)&1 0in&1 \ i, j, s ;i, where the \i, j, s are elements of OE with
|\i, j, s|C |2| (H(:))2n
2&2n+1. Now, if \ is an element of OE , \=
1kr \k vk , with \k # K[T], we have as above, max1kr |\k |C6 @\ @.
Thus for A>0 given, the set of the elements \ # OE such that @\ @A has
a rank over K at most equal to r(log |T |0 A+C8). Hence, all the /j, s(:) lie
in a set of rank over K not exceeding rn((2n2&2n+1) h(:)+C1).
Then it is easy to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let B be a finite
set of elements of 0 such that B is a basis of the field E=K(T )(B) over Eq.
Denote by E$ the maximal separable sub-extension of E over K(T ). Let p&,
with & # N, be the degree of E over E$. As E is purely inseparable over E$,
we have E p&/E$. Now we have seen that [E : E p&]= p&, and thus E p&=E$.
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Hence E$=K(T )(B p&). Let : be a separable algebraic element over E.
Then : p& is separable over E$, thus over K(T ). Accordingly, we have
proved that Theorem 2.2 applies to : p&, with the field E$ and the basis B p&
of E$ over E$q. Clearly Nq(: p
&
, B p&)=(Nq(:, B)) p
&
. As K p&=K, Nq(:, B) and
Nq(: p
&
, B p&) have the same rank over K and the last has a rank over K at
most equal to r$n((2n2&2n+1) h(: p&)+C1), where r$=[E$ : K(T )]=
rp&&. Now h(: p&)p&h(:). Indeed let f (X ) and g(X ) be irreducible polyno-
mials in K[T][X] vanishing at : and : p& respectively. Then g(X ) is a
divisor of the polynomial f&(X ) such that ( f (X )) p
&
= f&(X p
&
). So, the rank
of Nq(:, B) over K is at most rn((2n2&2n+1) h(:)+C1). Notice that
C1>0 since the result applies to :=1.
Let us now prove Theorem 2.4. Take first B=(1, T, ..., T q&1), thus :
separable over K(T ). With the same notations as above, by Lemma 2.6,
and (7) (where ;=a0:), we can write any element $ # Vq(:, B) as
$=(Da0)&1 0in&1 + i ;i, where +i # K[T], deg +i(2n2&2n+1) h(:).
Put ==0in&1 + i; i. As this element is integral over K[T], taking
the norm in the extension field K(T )(;) over K(T ) and supposing
${0, we have |NK(T )(;)K(T )(=)| 0=>_ |_(=)|01 (_ running through the
K(T )-isomorphisms _ from K(T )(;) into 0). As |;|(H(:))2, we
have for each _, |_(=)|0(H(:))2n
2&2n+1 |;| n&1(H(:))2n2&1. Thus
|=|0(H(:))&(n&1)(2n
2&1), and so |$|0(H(:))&(n&1)(2n
2&1)&2n(n&1)&1=
(H(:))&2n3+3n&2.
Now let P be an irreducible polynomial in K[T]. As |Da0 | P1, we have
|$|P|=|P . As = is integral over K[T], we have for each conjugate,
|_(=)|P1, and thus |=| P|NK(T )(;)K(T )(=)| P . Now NK(T )(;)K(T )(=) is a
non-zero element of K[T], and |NK(T )(;)K(T )(=)|0=>_ |_(=)|0
(H(:))n(2n2&1). As |NK(T )(;)K(T )(=)|P|NK(T )(;)K(T )(=)| &10 , we thus get |$|P
|NK(T )(;)K(T )(=)|P(H(:))&n(2n
2&1), which proves Theorem 2.4 in this
case.
Now suppose that B is a basis of E=K(T )(B) over E q, and E is
separable over K(T ). Then we can write as previously $=(2Da0)&1 =, with
==0in&1 + i;i, where the + i are elements of OE such that |+| i
C |2| (H(:))2n2&2n+1. For each K(T )-isomorphism _ of E(:) into 0, we
have |_(=)|0C |2| (H(:))2n
2&2n+1 |;| n&1C |2| (H(:))2n2&1. Denote by
t the degree [E(:) : K(T )(:)]. Thus we have [E(:) : K(T )]=tn. Since
|NE(:)K(T )(=)|01, we thus have |=|0(C |2| (H(:))2n
2&1) (&tn+1). As |Da0 | 0
(H(:))2n(n&1)+1, and tr, we get |$| 0(C |2| )&rn ((H(:))&2rn
3+(r+2) n&2
(recall that C1). For an absolute value extending the P-adic absolute
value, we obtain as above |$|P|=|P|NE(:)K(T )(=)|P|NE(:)K(T )(=)| &10 
(C |2| (H(:))2n2&1)&tn(C |2| )&rn (H(:))&rn(2n2&1).
If we suppose only that B is a basis of E=K(T )(B) over Eq, we can
apply as above the inequalities that we have proved to : p& with the basis
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B p& of E p& over Eqp&, where E p& is the maximal separable sub-extension
of E over K(T ). As Nq(: p
&
, B p&)=(Nq(:, B)) p
&
, for each $ # Nq(:, B), ${0,
we have |$ p&|0(C |2| )&r$n ((H(: p
&
))&2r$n
3+(r$+2) n&2 where r$=rp&&,
and C, 2, correspond to B p&. Thus |$| 0C &n2 ((H(:))
&2r$n3+(r$+2) n&2,
where C2=(C |2| )&r$p
&&
. Similarly, |$| PC &n2 (H(:))
&r$n(2n2&1).
3. A CRITERION OF WEAK TRANSCENDENCE
We are going to show that Theorem 2.2 also leads to the result of [13].
Actually, we prove a new result which extends the criterion given in [13].
It would also be possible to prove [14] by C.K.M.F.R.. The proof is quite
analogous to that of the following result.
We denote by 0 the completion of 0 for an absolute value, noted | . |,
extending the absolute value | . |0 on K(T ). We do not suppose that the
ground field K is perfect.
Theorem 3.1. Let E be an extension field of finite degree over K(T ), and
let OE be the integral closure of K[T] in E. Let (Qn)n # N be a sequence in
K[T]"[0] such that
Qn=4Qqn&1 (8)
where 4 # K[T] and q= pu with u # N and u>0. Let (Pn)n # N be a sequence
in OE . Assume that for each K(T )-isomorphism _ from E into 0, the
sequence (_(Pn)Qn)n # N has a limit :_ in 0 , and
}:_&_(Pn)Qn }
C9
|Qn |
(9)
for each n, where C9 is a positive real constant. Finally suppose that there
exist an irreducible polynomial 2 in K[T] and a valuation w2 on E extending
the 2-adic valuation on K(T ) such that
lim
n  +
(qw2(Pn&1)&w2(Pn))=+ (10)
Then at least one of the :_ is transcendental.
Following Y. Hellegouarch [10], we call such a result a weak trans-
cendence statement. Notice that _ may be discontinuous, and then, cannot
be extended in a continuous isomorphism from E in 0 such that _(:)=:_
(where :=:id). Obviously, when the _ are continuous, that is to say if
[E : K((T &1))]=[E : K(T )], _ can be extended to E as a continuous
isomorphism into 0 , and then each :_=_(:) is transcendental.
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Notice also that condition (9) implies that
|Pn |C10 |Qn | (11)
where C10 is a positive real constant, since each sequence (_(Pn)Qn) is
bounded. It is proved in [14] that if we suppose (11) and if we only sup-
pose that the sequence (Pn Qn) has a limit : in E , condition (9) being
replaced by
}:&PnQn }
C$9
|Qn | #
(9$)
where # is the degree of the maximal separable extension over K(T )
included in E, then : is transcendental.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We can suppose that K is perfect, since K may
be embedded in its perfect closure K p&, and any K(T )-isomorphism of E
into 0 may be extended, in a unique way, to a K p&(T )-isomorphism of
E(K p&) into 0. As the valuation w2 on E may be extended in a valuation
on E(K p&), conditions of Theorem 3.1 are invariant if we replace K by
K p&.
Replacing, if necessary, E by E p&, where & # N, : by : p&, and the Pn , Qn ,
by P p&n , Q
p&
n , we can suppose that E is separable over K(T ). Then we can
suppose that E is a Galois extension of K(T ). Denote by # the degree
#=[E : K(T )]. Let B be a basis of K(T ) over K(T q), thus a basis of E over
Eq, and also of E over E q. For s # N, denote by bj, s (0 j<qs) the
elements of the basis Bs=B . } } } .Bq
s&1
of E over E qs. Denote by ? j, s , for
s # N and 0 j<qs, the maps from E into itself such that for every x # E ,
one has x=0 j<q s (?j, s(x))q
s bj, s . We need two lemma:
Lemma 3.2. Let :1 , ..., :r , be algebraic elements of E . There exists a
positive integer t such that, given for each integer s, 0st, an integer js
with 0 js<qs, there exist coefficients *0 , ..., *t , in K, not all zero, such that
*0 ?j0 , 0(: i)+ } } } +*t? jt , t(: i)=0 for each i=1, ..., r.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, each Nq(: i , B) has finite rank over K. Then let
M be a positive integer such that for each i, the K-rank of Nq(: i , B) does
not exceed M. Put t=rM. For a given i, the K-vector-space spanned by
Nq(:i , B) in E being of dimension M at most, the set of (*0 , ..., *t) # K t+1
such that *0? j0 , 0(:i)+ } } } +*t ?jt , t(: i)=0 is a subspace Gi of codimension
at most M in K t+1. Thus  i G i is a subspace of codimension at most rM
in K t+1, which ensures that i Gi {[0], since rM<t+1.
We are going to apply Lemma 3.2 to the elements :_ , where
_ # Gal(EK(T )) (so, the number of indices is #=[E : K(T )]). For each
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(s, n) # N, we choose an integer js, n with 0 js, n<qs in the following way:
notice that we have for each x # E
q&sw2(x)&C11 min
0 j<q s
w2(?j, s(x))q&sw2(x)+C12 (12)
where C11 and C12 are real constants. Indeed when x is an element of E,
so are the ?j, s(x), and the inequality (12) results from Lemma 2.5, which
applies to an absolute value associated with the valuation w2 . Then for
each (s, n) # N we choose 0 js, n<qs such that
w2(? js , n , s(Pn+s 4
(qs&1)(q&1)))q&sw2(Pn+s 4(q
s&1)(q&1))+C12 (13)
It follows from this choice that:
Lemma 3.3. Put ?js , n , s(Pn+s4
(q s&1)(q&1))=Vs, n . Let *0 , ..., *t , be coef-
ficients in K, not all zero. Put Yn=*0 V0, n+ } } } +*tVt, n . For every large n
(only depending upon t), we have Yn {0, and w2(Yn)w2(Vt, n). Moreover
limn  + w2(Vt, n)=+.
Proof. Notice that conditions (12) and (13) implie that
w2(Vs&1, n)&w2(Vs, n)q&s(qw2(Pn+s&1)&w2(Pn+s))&C13 (14)
where C13=C11+C12 . By (10), we thus have w2(Vs, n)<w2(Vs&1, n) for
each 0<st and each large n (in terms of t only). Hence, if { is the
greatest index 0{t such that *{ {0, we have for all large n, w2(Yn)=
w2(V{, n)w2(Vt, n), and accordingly Yn {0. Now notice that (10) implies
that limn  + w2(Pn)=+. As we get from (12) that w2(Vs, n)
q&sw2(Pn+s4(q
s&1)(q&1))&C11q&sw2(Pn+s)&w2(4)(q&1)&C11 , we
conclude that limn  + w2(Vs, n)=+ for each s.
Then the proof of Theorem 3.1 is as following: the js, n being chosen as
above, if all the :_ were algebraic, there would be, by Lemma 3.2, a
positive integer t such that for each n # N, there exist coefficients *0 , ..., *t ,
in K, not all zero, with *0 ?j0, n , 0(:_)+ } } } +*t?jt, n , t(:_)=0 for each _. Now
for each positive integer t, we are going to prove that we can find n=nt # N
(only depending upon t) such that the previous property is impossible. It
will then follow that the :_ cannot be all algebraic.
Notice that we have by (8), Qn+s=4(q
s&1)(q&1)Qqsn . So ? j, s(xQn+s)=
(?j, s(x4(q
s&1)(q&1)))Qn for each x # E . As |Qn+s ||Qq
s
n |, we have by (9)
|:_&_(Pn+s)Qn+s |C9 |Qn |q
s
. Hence, by Lemma 2.5, |?js, n , s(:_)&
(?js, n , s(_(Pn+s)4
(qs&1)(q&1)))Qn |C14 |Qn | &1. As we work with a basis
B of K(T ) over K(T q), we have ?j, s b _=_ b ? j, s . Since moreover _(4)=4,
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we thus have, with notations of Lemma 3.3, |?js, n , s(:_)&_(Vs, n)Qn |
C14 |Qn |&1. So, if *0?j0, n , 0(:_)+ } } } +*t?jt, n , t(:_)=0 for each _, we would
have |_(Yn)|C14 for each _. By Lemma 2.7, there exists R # K[T], and
R{0, such that R?j, s(OE)/OE for each ( j, s). As 4(q
s&1)(q&1)Vs, n=? js, n , s
(Pn+s4(q
s&1)2(q&1)), the element R4(qs&1)(q&1)Vs, n is integral over K[T]
for each 0st. Then, putting Xn=R4(q
t&1)(q&1)Yn , Xn is integral over
K[T]. We would have |Xn |C14 |R4 (q
t&1)(q&1)|. Therefore, we would get
|NEK(T )(Xn)|(C14 |R4(q
t&1)(q&1)| )#. Now by Lemma 3.3, if the coef-
ficients *i are not all zero, we have Xn {0 when n is sufficiently large. As
NEK(T )(Xn) is a non-zero polynomial in K[T], and w2(NEK(T )(Xn))
w2(Xn), we thus get |NEK(T )(Xn)||2|w2(Xn). But by Lemma 3.3, we have
w2(Xn)w2(Yn)w2(Vt, n), and limn  + w2(Vt, n)=+. So we can
take n sufficiently large to get |2|w2(Vt, n)>(C14 |R4 (q
t&1)(q&1) | )#. Then we
have |NEK(T )(Xn)|>(C14 |R4(q
t&1)(q&1) | )#, which is contrary to
|Xn |C14 |R4 (q
t&1)(q&1) |. Thereby, for such an integer n, it is impossible
that *0?j0, n , 0(:_)+ } } } +*t ?jt, n , t(:_)=0 for each _ with coefficients
*0 , ..., *t in K, not all zero. It follows that the :_ cannot be all algebraic.
Remark. Notice that it is also possible to prove Theorem 3.1 by using
Wade’s method, as in [13] and [14]. Indeed, if each :_ is algebraic, there
exists a non-zero polynomial f (T, X ) # K[T, X] such that f (T, :_)=0 for
each _, and, as any non-zero polynomial of K[T][X] divides a polynomial
A0X+A1 Xq+ } } } +AtX q
t
, where the Ai are coefficients in K[T], not all
zero (for instance, see [5] or [13]), there exist such coefficients with
A0:_+A1 :q_+ } } } +At:
q t
_ =0 for each _. Then we see that |A0_(Pn)Qn+
A1_(Pqn&1)Q
q
n&1+ } } } +At_(P
q t
n&t)Q
q t
n&t |<<1|Qn | for each _. Hence
|NEK (A0Pn+A14Pqn&1+ } } } +At4
(qt&1)(q&1)Pqtn&t)|<<1, which is
impossible since A0Pn+A14Pqn&1+ } } } +At4
(q t&1)(q&1)Pqtn&t is a non-
zero integral element of E, and limn  + w2(A0 Pn+A1 4Pqn&1+ } } } +
At 4(q
t&1)(q&1)Pqtn&t)=+ because of condition (10) see ([13]).
4. SOME APPLICATIONS
Many applications are given in [13] and [14]. It is interesting to prove
transcendence results by Theorem 3.1 because it is then often possible to
prove transcendence of sums, products, or some polynomial expressions.
However, we are unable to obtain, by this method, examples of algebraic
independence because condition (9) is too strong.
D. S. Thakur has given in [20] a very interesting result about the values
of the gamma function of Fq((T &1)); we show here that this result may
also be proved by Theorem 3.1 (with E=Fp(T )).
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Theorem 4.1 (Thakur). Let + be a positive integer, and let :l (0l<+)
be nonnegative integers. Set
g= ‘
+&1
l=0 \
ql
1&q++ !:l
If 0<+ 0l<+ :lqlq+&1, then g is transcendental in Fp((T &1)).
For the definition of ( . )!, see [20]. We only shall recall in the sequel the
formula that we shall use. Actually, we improve slightly Thakur’s result,
since the original condition is 0<+ 0l<+ :lql<q+&1. Moreover our
proof might give an effective result by using [13]. Later, J. P. Allouche [2]
proved that n! is transcendental for each : # Zp & Q"N, and M. Mendes
France and J. Y. Yao proved that n! is transcendental for each : # Zp "N
[15].
Proof. We need only the formula given by D. S. Thakur in [20]:
putting := g1&q+, one has
:= ‘
+
i=1
‘
+&1
l=0
‘
+&1
j=0
(1&T &ql++i+q j):l (15)
For each n # N, set
Rn= ‘
n
i=1
‘
+&1
l=0
‘
+&1
j=0
(1&T &ql++i+q j):l
Then Rn is a rational function, and it results from (15) that
|:&Rn ||T | &q
+(n+1)+q+&1 (16)
Moreover, we can write Rn=Pn Qn where
Pn= ‘
n
i=1
‘
+&1
l=0
‘
+&1
j=0
(T ql++i&T q j):l
and
Qn= ‘
n
i=1
‘
+&1
l=0
‘
+&1
j=0
T :lq l++i
that is to say,
Qn=T c+q
+(q n+&1)(q +&1)
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with c=0l<+ :l ql, since ni=1 
+&1
l=0 
+&1
j=0 :lq
l++i=(+q+ 0l<+ : lq l)
(qn+&1)(q+&1). The sequence of polynomials Qn satisfies Qn=4Qq
+
n&1
for each n1, with 4=T c+q+, which is a condition of the form (8). More-
over Pn # K[T], and wT (Pn)=ni=1 
+&1
l=0 
+&1
j=0 :l q
j=((q+&1)(q&1))
(0l<+ :l) n=C15n, with C15>0 since 0l<+ : l {0. We thus get
q+w2(Pn&1)&w2(Pn)=C15((q+&1) n&q+), so (10) is satisfied. We thus
may apply Theorem 3.1 if we have (9): |:&Pn Qn |<<|Qn | &1. By (16), we
have |:&Pn Qn |C16 |Qn |&(q
+&1)(+c) (with C16=q&q
+&1(q&1)). Then
Theorem 3.1. applies when +cq+&1 (with E=Fp[T]), which proves
Theorem 4.1.
Let us recall that one defines an analogue 6q of ? such that
(T q&T )1(q&1) 6q is the fundamental period of the Carlitz exponential
function of Fq[T], i.e., 6q=>+n=0 (1&(T
qn&T )(T q n+1&T )) (see [6]).
Set 6 q=((T q&T )T q)1(q&1) 6q=limn  + T q(q
n&1)(q&1)Ln , where Ln=
>0<kn (T q
k
&T ) for each n # N. One has clearly, with Thakur’s notations,
((1(1&q))!)q&1=6 q , since, computing as above ((1(1&q))!)1&q, the
polynomials Pn and Qn are, in this case, Pn=Ln and Qn=T q(q
n&1)(q&1).
Theorem 4.1 may lead to curious results. For instance, we can get a very
simple example, involving some Carlitz zeta values ‘q(s) relative to Fq[T].
We give a more general result:
Theorem 4.2. Let (=n)n # N be a sequence of integral elements of an
extension field E of finite degree over K(T ). Suppose that the sequence ( |=n| )
is bounded, and there exists an integer M0 such that for each integer
nM, there is an integer m such that n&Mmn and =m{0. Let s and
+ be positive integers. Suppose that there exists a valuation wT on E, extend-
ing the T-adic valuation on K(T ), such that the sequence (wT (=n)&sn) is
strictly decreasing on the set of n for which =n{0. Let 8(X, Y ) be a non-zero
polynomial in E[X, Y], 8(X, Y )=*, & a*, & , X*Y &. With the same notations
as in Theorem 4.1, put := g1&q+, c=0l<+ :lql and d=0l<+ :l .
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
0<s*d& (17)
for each (*, &) # I,
&0c+(q+&1)min(1, s(q+&2(q&1))) (18)
where &0=max(*, &) # I &, and, if +=1:
s*1<d&0 (17$)
where *1=max(*, &0) # I *.
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Then, there exists a K(T )-isomorphism _ from E into 0 such that, denoting
by 8_ the polynomial 8_(X, Y)=*, & _(a*, &) X*Y &, 8_(+n=0 _(=n)L
s
n , :) is
transcendental.
Proof. We will use the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3. With the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, Ld+n
divides Ld+&1 Pn for every n>0.
Proof of the lemma. The above formula for Pn may also be written:
Pn= ‘
n
i=1
‘
+&1
l=0
‘
+&1
j=0
(T ql++i&j&T ):l q j
For 1in and 0 j<+, we have 0<+i& j+n, and conversely an
integer m with 0<m+n, can be written as m=+i& j, where 1in and
0 j<+. As 0<l++i& j<+(n+1) when 0l<+, we can also write
Pn=>0<k<+(n+1) (T q
k
&T )&k, where &k=l++i& j=k :lq j. Now an integer
k with +k+n can written k=l++i& j, with 0l<+, 1in, and
0 j<+, for any value of l with 0l<+. So we have &k+&1l=0 :l=d. As
L+n L+&1=>+k+n (T q
k
&T ), we thus see that (L+n L+&1)d divides Pn .
We can now achieve the proof of Theorem 4.2. Put +n=0 _(=n)L
s
n=!_ ,
and nk=0 =k L
s
k=An L
s
n . Notice that An is an integral element of E, and
|!_&_(An)Lsn |C17 |L
s
n+1 | where C17 is a real constant such that |=n|
C17 for each n. Then we approach 8_(!_ , :) by _(8(A+n Ls+n , Pn Qn)) (the
polynomials Pn and Qn being as defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1).
We may suppose without loss of generality that if *0=max* # I *, then
L&s*0+&1 8(X, Y) lies in OE[T]. As by Lemma 4.3 and condition (17),
(L+nL+&1)s* divides P&n for each (*, &) # I, we can then write
8(A+nLs+n , Pn Qn)=Un Q
&0
n , with Un # OE . We thus get (8), since Qn=
T c+q +(q+n&1)(q +&1). On the other hand, we have |!_&_(A+n)L s+n |1
|Ls+n+1 | |T |
&qs(q+n+1&1)(q&1). Also we have |:&PnQn||T |&q
+(n+1)+q+&1
((16)). So |8_(!_ , :)&_(8(A+nLs+n , Pn Qn))|<<max( |T |
&sq +n+2(q&1),
|T |&q+(n+1)). We shall have (9) if &0c+q+(q+n&1)(q+&1)sq+n+2(q&1)+
O(1) and &0c+q+(q+n&1)(q+&1)q+(n+1)+O(1), that is to say if &0c+q+
(q+&1)q2s(q&1) and &0 c+(q+&1)1. Both these conditions are
ensured by (18). Lastly, let us calculate wT (8(A+n, s Ls+n , Pn Qn)). Notice
that wT (Lk)=k. As the sequence (wT (=n)&sn) is strictly decreasing for n
such that =n{0, we have for nM, wT (nk=1 =k L
s
k)=wT (=mn)&smn ,
where mn is the greatest integer with 0mnn such that =mn{0. Now the
=n are integral elements, and the sequence ( |=n| ) is bounded. Hence so are
the polynomials NEK(T )(=n), and wT (=n) is bounded for =n{0, since wT (=n)
wT (NEK(T )(=n)). Accordingly wT(An Lsn)=&sn+O(1). We have com-
puted, in the proof of Theorem 4.1, wT (Pn)=d+n, with d+=d(q+&1)(q&1).
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We thus get for each (*, &) # I, wT ((A+n, s Ls+n)
* (PnQn)&)=(&*+s+&d+) n&
&(c+q+(q+&1)) q+n+O(1). So, putting *1=max(*, &0) # I *, we have when n
is large, wT (8(A+n, s Ls+n , Pn Qn))=(&*1 +s+&0d+) n&&0(c+q
+(q+&1))
q+n+O(1). Therefore wT (Un)=(&*1+s+&0d+) n+O(1). If +>1, we have
d+>+d, so condition (17) implies that &*1+s+&0d+>0, which also holds
if +=1 by (17$). Then we get (10), and Theorem 3.1 applies.
Corollary 4.4. Let s and + be integers with 0<sq, +1. Let 8(X, Y )
be a non-zero polynomial in Fp(T )[X, Y], 8(X, Y )=*, & a*, &X *Y &. Let I be
the set of (*, &) with a*, &{0. Assume the conditions (17), (17$) and (18) are
satisfied. Then 8(‘q(s), :) is transcendental.
This corollary immediately follows from the formula ‘q(s)=
+n=1 (&1)
snLsn for 0<sq [6], [19]. Notice that ‘q(s) and : lie in
Fp((T &1)). One may prove a great variety of curious results, by using
Theorems 3.1. It is possible to introduce some supplementary factors (like
a power of 6q for instance) in the results of Theorems 4.2 or 4.4. These
results follow only from the approximation properties of such quantities.
Nevertheless, we are not able to prove algebraic independence results,
because the approximation properties needed are too strong.
We are going to give another kind of application of Theorem 3.1. An
amusing example can be obtained by considering %=+n=0 T
&f (n) where f
is a non-zero polynomial in Z[x] of degree greater than 1, and with a
positive highest coefficient. It is well known, by the classical CKMFR
Theorem, that this element % is transcendental (for instance see [17] or
[16]). This result may also be proved by Theorem 3.1. Actually, we can
prove a little more general result:
Theorem 4.5. Let E be an extension field of finite degree over K(T ). Let
(=n)n # N be a sequence of non-zero elements of OE such that the sequence
( |=n| ) is bounded. Let f (x) # Z[x] be a non-zero polynomial of degree \>1.
Set f (x)=\i=0 fi x
i. Assume f\>0. Then there is a K(T )-isomorphism _
from E into 0 such that the element +n=0 _(=n) T
&f (n) is transcendental.
Obviously, if E=K(T ) or if all the K(T )-isomorphisms from E to 0 are
continuous, then +n=0 =n T
&f (n) is transcendental.
Proof. First, notice that we may replace f (x) by f (x+m), where m # Z.
The highest coefficient f\ is unchanged. So, if we take the greatest integer
m # Z such that limx  +( f\x\& f (x+m&1))=+, then there exists a
real constant C18 such that f\ x\ f (x+m)+C18 for every x0. Hence,
replacing eventually the polynomial f (x) by f (x+m), we can suppose that
limx  + f ( f\x\& f (x&1))=+ and f\x\ f (x)+C18 for x0.
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Put %_=+n=0 _(=n) T
& f (n). Set Sn= p
n&1
k=0 =kT
& f (k). We thus have
|%_&_(Sn)|<<|T | & f ( p
n). As f ( pn)+C18 f\p\n, we get
|%_&_(Sn)|=O(|T |& f\p
\n
) (19)
Now as f (qn&1) f\p\n when n is large, we can write Sn=Vn T f\ p
\n
, with
Vn # OE . So conditions (8) and (9) are satisfied. Notice that if we put
T f\p \n=Wn , we have Wn=W p
\
n&1 .
Denote by wT a valuation on E extending the T-adic valuation. We have
wT (=n)0 since =n is integral over K[T]. The sequence (wT (=n)) is
bounded since wT (=n)wT (NEK (=n)) and, as |=n| is bounded, the NEK (=n)
are polynomials in K[T] of bounded degree. Accordingly limn  + wT
(=n T f (n))=& and moreover, the sequence wT (=n T f (n)) is strictly
decreasing for large n, since limn  + ( f (n+1)& f (n))=+. We thus
have for all large n, & f ( pn&1)wT (=p n&1T f ( p
n&1))=wT (Sn)
& f ( pn&1)+C19 , with C19=sup wT (=n). Hence f\p\n& f ( pn&1)
wT (Vn) f\p\n& f ( pn&1)+C19 . Put f\x\& f (x&1)=h(x) and deg h=t.
As limx  + h(x)=+, we have 0<t<\, and the highest coefficient ht
of h is positive. Now p\wT (Vn&1)&wT (Vn)p\h( pn&1)&h( pn)&C19 .
As h( pn)thtptn, and thus p\h( pn&1)&h( pn)t( p\& pt) htpt(n&1), we have
limn  + ( p\h( pn&1)&h( pn))=+. We conclude that limn  + ( p\wT
(Vn&1)&wT(Vn))=+, and the Theorem 3.1 applies, which proves the
result.
Various combinations can then be treated. For instance, the reader
might easily prove:
Corollary 4.6. Let q= pu, where u is a positive integer. Let
*1 , ..., *q&1 be coefficients in E. Suppose the polynomial f is monic. Then,
there exists a K(T )-isomorphism _ of E such that +n=0 _(=n) T
&f (n)+
_(*1)6 &1q + } } } +_(*q&1) 6
1&q
q is transcendental.
Indeed, we approach each 6 &iq by L
i
n T
iq(q n&1)(q&1), with |6 &iq &
Lin T
iq(qn&1)(q&1)| |T |1&qn+1.
Also the reader may verify that if :i= g1&q
+
i (i=1, 2) are two elements
as in Theorem 4.1, and if c1c2(q+&1)+ and c1{c2 or d1{d2 , then
:1+*:2 is transcendental for any * # K(T ). Many combinations can be
treated, but never general enough for proving an algebraic independence
result (for such results, see for instance [22]).
5. ANOTHER EXAMPLE
It is well known that e=+n=0 (&1)
nFn , where F0=1 and Fn=
(T q n&T ) F qn&1 for each n>0, is transcendental in Fp((T
&1)) [23]. Many
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methods are possible to prove this (see [8] or [11]). Here, we show that
this result may also be proved by using the CKMFR Theorem. Indeed our
proof uses only some arithmetical properties of the coefficients, and the fast
convergence of this series. We give a more general result. Let K be a field
of positive caracteristic p, and q= pu with u # N, u>0. Then:
Theorem 5.1. Let (Gn)n # N be a sequence of non-zero polynomials in
K[T], such that Gqn&1 divides Gn for each n1. Put bn=Gn G
q
n&1
(b0=G0). Suppose that
lim
n  +
deg bn
qn
=c (20)
where c is a finite number, c>0. Let (an)n # N be a sequence of integral
elements of an extension field E of finite degree over K(T ), an {0 for all
large n. Suppose that
lim
n  +
logq |an |
nqn
=0 (21)
and
lim
n  +
(logq |an |&q logq |an&1 |&deg bn)=& (22)
For each K(T )-isomorphism _ of E in 0, denote :_=+n=0 _(an)Gn . Then,
there exists _ such that :_ is transcendental.
Proof. We can suppose as above that K is perfect. We may also sup-
pose that E is separable over K(T ). Indeed, let + be a positive integer such
that E p+ is separable over K(T ). Then : p+=+n=0 a
p+
n G
p +
n also satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 5.1 (when replacing c by cp+).
So we can suppose that E is a Galois extension of K(T ). Notice that we
have deg Gn=deg bn+q deg bn&1+ } } } +qn deg G0 , i.e., (q&nn) deg Gn=
(1n) nk=0 q
&k deg bk . So limn  + deg Gn (nqn)=c. If we put vn=
deg Gn&logq |an | , we have by (21), vn tcnqn. Hence the series
+n=0 _(an)Gn is convergent for each K(T )-isomorphism _ of E in 0, since
lim logq |_(an)Gn |=&. The sequence vn is strictly increasing when n is
large. Accordingly, putting nk=0 ak Gk=Pn Gn , (with Pn integral over
K[T]), we have for every sufficiently large n, and for each _,
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|:_&_(Pn)Gn |q&vn+1. Moreover, for each n, let _n be a K(T )-auto-
morphism of E in 0 such that |_n(an)|=|an | . We have, when n is large,
|:_n+1&_n+1(Pn)Gn |=q
&vn+1.
We may use the basis B=(1, T, ..., T q&1) of E over E q. By Lemma 2.5,
there exist positive real constants C3 , C$3 , such that for each nonnegative
integer s and every ; # E, we have
C$3 |;|1q
s
 max
0 j<qs
|?j, s(;)|C3 |;| 1q
s
(23)
Hence, for each pair (s, n) of nonnegative integers, where n is large, we
have for every 0 j<qs and each _:
}?j, s(:_)&?j, s \_(Pn+s)Gn+s + }C3q&vn+s+1 q
&s
(24)
and there exists an integer j= j(s, n), with 0 j<qs, such that, putting
_s, n=_n+s+1 , we have
}?j(s, n), s(:_s, n)&? j(s, n), s \_s, n(Pn+s)Gn+s + }C$3 q&vn+s+1 q
&s
(25)
Denote by # the degree [E : K(T )]. Suppose that each :_ is algebraic
over K(T ). Let M be a positive integer such that, for each _, the q-kernel
Nq(:_ , B) is of rank at most M over K. Put t=#M. As in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, for each large integer n, there exist elements of K, *0 , ..., *t ,
not all zero, such that ts=0 *s? j(s, n), s(:_)=0 for each _. Then, set
ts=0 *s? j(s, n), s(Pn+s Gn+s)=Xn . As, by (22), limn  + (vn&qvn&1)=
+, we have if n is large, vn+s+1q&svn+1 for each 0st. Thus,
noticing that ?j, s(_(Pn+s Gn+s))=_(?j, s(Pn+s Gn+s)), and since
ts=0 *s? j(s, n), s(:_)=0, we deduce from (24) that |_(Xn)|C3q
&vn+1 for
each _. Moreover, if n is large, we have vn+s+1&qvn+s>qs logq (C3 C$3)
for each 0<st. So, if { is the smallest integer 0{t such that *{ {0,
we have for each {<st, C3q&vn+s+1q
&s
<C$3q&vn+{+1q
&{
, since q&svn+s+1
&q&(s&1)vn+s>logq (C3 C$3) for each s. Thus by (24) and (25), we get for
each {<sn and 0 j<qs, |?j, s(:_{, n)&?j, s(_{, n(Pn+s Gn+s))|<|? j({, n), {
(:_{, n)&?j({, n), {(_{, n(Pn+{ Gn+{))|. Hence |_{, n(Xn)|=|?j({, n), {(:_{, n)&
?j({, n), {(_{, n(Pn+{Gn+{))|>0 by (25). So, we have Xn {0. Now, as
Gn+s=bn+sGqn+s&1=bn+s } } } b
qs&1
n+1 G
qs
n , any s-successor ?j, s(Pn+s Gn+s) is
of the form ?j, s(Pn+s Gn+s)=?j, s(Pn+sbq
s&1
n+s } } } b
qs&qs&1
n+1 (bn+1 } } } bn+sGn)
qs)
=Pj, s, n(bn+1 } } } bn+sGn) with Pj, s, n=?j, s(Pn+sbq
s&1
n+s } } } bn) # (1R) OE ,
where R is a polynomial in K[T] depending only on E. Hence we may write
Xn=An (Rbn+1 } } } bn+t Gn), where An is an integral element of E. Since
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|_(Xn)|C3q&vn+1 for each _, we have |NEK(T )(Xn)|C #3 q
&#vn+1. Hence
we get deg NEK(T )(An)#(&vn+1+deg Gn+deg bn+1+ } } } +deg bn+t+
logq C3+deg R). As vn+1tcnqn+1, deg Gntcnqn, and deg bntcqn, we get
thus deg NEK(T )(An)&#c(q&1) nqn+o(nqn)<0 if n is large enough,
which is impossible since NEK(T )(An) is a non-zero element of K[T].
For instance, for z # 0 (the completion of the algebraic closure 0 of K(T )),
consider e(z)=+n=0 (&1)
n zqnFn . It has been proved by L. I. Wade [23]
that e(z) is transcendental when z{0 is algebraic (see also [25] for a more
general result). We are not able to give a complete proof of this result by
using Theorem 5.1, but we get a weaker result:
Corollary 5.2. For any z # 0, z{0, there is a conjugate z$ of z such that
e(z$) is transcendental.
Indeed, if z=xB, where B is a non zero element of K[T], and x is integral
over K[T], it suffices to take in the previous statement, an=(&1)n xq
n
and
Gn=Bq
nFn (thus bn=T q
n
&T ).
L. Denis has also showed that a generalized criterion of the form [13] per-
mits the proof of Corollary 5.2 in the case where z # K(T ). We can prove that
our method also applies to the transcendence of e(z) when z is algebraic, not
zero, and of ‘‘small’’ separability degree. Indeed:
Theorem 5.3. With the same notations as in Theorem 5.1, suppose that
conditions (20), (22), and
lim
n  +
(logq |an |&q logq |an&1|&deg bn)=& (22$)
are satisfied. If moreover the separability degree of E over K(T ) is less than q,
then :=+n=0 an Gn is transcendental over K(T ).
The proof is the same as above (but easier): one may suppose that K is per-
fect, and E, separable over K(T ). If : was algebraic, one constructs as above
Xn=An (Rbn+1 } } } bn+t Gn){0 (working with : and some successors of :).
Set vn=deg Gn&logq |an |. Then we have |Xn |C3q&vn+1 and |Xn |C20 ,
since, by (20) and (21), each of the series +n=0 _(an)Gn is convergent. Thus
we get deg NEK(T )(An)&vn+1+#(deg Gn+deg bn+1+ } } } +deg bn+t)+
C21&c(q&#) nqn+o(nqn)<0, which is impossible since An is a non-zero
integral element.
We thus get as above
Corollary 5.4. For any z # 0"[0], of separability degree less than q,
e(z) is transcendental.
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We do not know whether hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 enable to prove the
transcendence of :. Obviously, in the particular case where the K(T )-
isomorphisms of E in 0 are continuous (i.e., if [K((T &1))(E) : K((T &1))]=
[E : K(T )]), when one among the :_=+n=0 _(an)Gn is transcendental, so
are the others. Therefore, in this case, Theorem 5.1 actually establishes the
transcendence of +n=0 an Gn .
Notice that all these results might be proved by Wade’s method. For
instance, we are going to give a brief proof of Theorem 5.1 by this method:
if each :_ were algebraic, taking the product of polynomials vanishing at each
:_ , there would exist a non-zero polynomial f (T, X ) in K[T][X] such that
f (T, :_)=0 for each _. As it is well known that any non-zero polynomial of
K[T][X] divides a polynomial A0X+A1Xq+ } } } +AtX q
t
, where the Ai are
coefficients in K[T], not all zero (for instance, see [5] or [13]), there exist
such coefficients with A0:_+A1:q_+ } } } +At :
q t
_ =0 for each _. Now
;=A0:+A1 :q+ } } } +At:q
t
is the sum of a series also satisfying the condi-
tions (20) and (21): for instance, A0 :+A1:q=+n=0 cnGn , where
cn=A0 an+A1 aqn&1bn for n>0 and c0=A0a0 . If A1 {0, we have, by (22),
|cn |=|A1| |bn | |an&1 | q when n is large. Thus cn{0 and the sequence (cn)n # N
also satisfies (21). So it is enough to prove that the :_ may not be all zero
when (20) and (21) are satisfied. Now, if :_=0 for each _, we would have,
with the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, |_(Pn)Qn |q&vn+1
for each _ and each large n, and |Pn Gn | =q&vn+1, since there exists _n+1
such that |_n+1(Pn)Qn |=q&vn+1. Hence we would get |Pn |=q&vn+1 |Gn |=
q&c(q&1) nq n+o(nqn). So, taking n sufficiently large, we should have 0<|Pn |
<1, and thus 0<|NEK(T )(Pn)|<1, which is impossible since NEK(T )(Pn) is
an element of K[T].
6. CONCLUSION
The ChristolKamaeMende s FranceRauzy Theorem may be used to
prove transcendence results in 0 . The main obstacle to obtain more general
results by Theorems 3.1 is the condition (9). In particular, this condition
seems to be an obstacle in obtaining algebraic independence results. In the
examples, condition (10) is often ensured by the fact that the sequence
(w2(Pn)) satisfies a condition of the form w2(Pn)=cn+O(1), where c>0 is
a real constant. However, in Theorem 4.5, we get an example with
w2(Pn)tcqnr, with c>0 and r>1. One may ask whether it could be easier
to prove an algebraic independence result when we consider elements for
which the sequences (w2(Pn)) are sufficiently different. It seems difficult to get
algebraic independence results by using the methods of this paper.
A very different kind of problems would be to study more deeply Nq(:, B)
or Vq(:, B) for a given algebraic element :.
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